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IT WAS this war that gave this county its first tie to American
history

through

"Indian Fighter"

had come to Hartford
by Thomas
an elected

Hooker.

in 1636 with
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commissioner
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cer of Hartford
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In 1676 he was made head of the army of Connecticut
force of 240 whites

and 200 friendly Mohegan
-
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and led a

and Pequot warriors
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what his men called
country

"the long and hungry

of central Massachusetts;

however,

Talcott's

they found few Indians.

then they proceeded

officer

summed up the difficulties

"Exsperiencteacheth
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in search of more Indians.
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They
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After planning
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-
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some others

that the enemies

... then to attempt

to see what
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a Mohegan

there is no reason at all to doubt the
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Taylor's
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at
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a little further."
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of Indian Wars," written

the loss of anyone

another's
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for some early
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THIS ONE Berkshire

battle

on the day after King Philip's

death was the last significant
above council

this Colony,

one of the war.

to lift the monthly

troops and to appoint August
a day of

*
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fasting,
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